Mohammad Mohasin
MOHASIN’s Story: I’m Md. Mohshin son of Md. Abdul Sattar, mother Moriom Begum, born in 06th October in 1987
Gazipur district’s Morkun (Purbo para) village under Tongi thana. I’m the first child of my parents so My parents was
too happy with their first child. But their joy did not last long as I was attacked by disable when I have been attacked
by Polio & Typhoid at the age of six months. At the time that I contracted polio, neither vaccinations against polio nor
treatment or rehabilitation for its consequences were readily available in Bangladesh. Those living in my village certainly had no knowledge of such services or where they were available. If i got the proper treatment or polio vaccine
at that time, I might not need to receive this terrible life; may be my disability also could be reduced. As a consequence, i became permanent physically disabled, experiencing difficulties with moving and with completing my daily
living activities. My poor parents were very saddened by their son’s disable. And my disability life started from then.
But despite the difficult circumstances i found myself in, I was enrolled in my local school and continued my education
without either hope or ambition. It was only five minutes walking distance from my house to my school. But it took life
time because I had to crawl to reach my school. In that way I completed my primary education. My parents and I was
quite worried about my High school education as the High school Located in another village. Thankfully, my teacher
said I do not need to attend the class ; it would be acceptable to sit only for exam. By that way I completed my tenth
grade. After that it was not possible to continue my education due to economical condition of my family. Then I started
to consider myself as an alien by refraining myself from the social interaction due to the unfavorable situation in the
society.
As a disabled person I had to endure lots of adverse circumstances to grow up in the society. I also belong to this
society but it seems I’m a stranger in my own place. I did not find any place where I need not to face any trouble. My
life’s page is filled with the word “NO”. My human rights also surrounded with the “NO”. Social, cultural, recreational
activities, and playground to educational institution in every place I heard the word “No”. I’m tired of hearing this negative word “NO”. I also belong to this society and to the world. So, why am I not having all civil facilities like other people? Why am I deprived from my rights? First I am human then I am disabled. Then, I decided that I have to do something. I would like to do something, not for me at least for other people like me. To ensure all disabled person’s rights,
to make sure that they are not going to face any barrier, negligence and adverse circumstances. To prove the people
with disabilities are the integral part of the society, disabled people could do the same as the able people if adequate
opportunities are provided. I hope my beloved Bangladesh will be the heaven for all Challenged people through ensuring accessibility for them in all places and securing their civil rights. And it is my belief.
In the constitution of Bangladesh, all citizens has are entitled to the equal rights, opportunities; and it is state’s fundamental responsibility to ensuring country’s overall development through creating the platform for the participation of
Disabled people in all activities. In this regard, disabled person also has the full rights to participate in all activities. In
my life I have a dream to work on behalf of all disabled person to make an awareness campaign on “ACCESSIBILITY
FOR ALL” everywhere; and arrange proper treatment or rehabilitation for them; ensuring their proper education,
sports, recreation and make them self-dependent. I would like to give a message to all that ‘YES WE CAN DO’
through travelling all around the world. Disability is not a constraint. We can conquer all barriers if we get proper opportunity & support. I want to spread this message from Bangladesh to each corner of the planet. So that the disabled
people could get proper education, employment, healthcare and rehabilitation to contribute in the national developments like the able people. We just require cooperation and a supportive hand. Disabled people in our county are
facing innumerable inconvenience in every step of their life here. They cannot travel whether they want. It is very uncomfortable & hazardous to travel in train, bus, shopping mall, hospital, recreational centre for disabled person in
Bangladesh. Considering the overall circumstances the government should take apt steps so that the disabled people
could get proper education, employment, healthcare and rehabilitation to contribute in the national developments like
the able people. So the government and society should play their role to ensure Accessibility for all everywhere. I
dream all of my disabled brother and sister will have the accessibility in all. Therefore, I am going to make the awareness campaign “ACCESSIBILITY FOR ALL” through travelling all around the world and conquering the world. If any
organization, company, individual are like to do me a favor to embark in this awareness campaign would be highly
appreciated and My gratitude will remain forever for them

